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Abstract
S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) ligand binding induces major structural changes in SAM-I
riboswitches, through which they regulate gene expression via transcription termination. As yet, only
little is known about the conformations and motions governing the function of the full-length SAM-I
riboswitch. Therefore, we have explored its conformational energy landscape as a function of Mg2+
and SAM ligand concentrations by using single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET)
microscopy and hidden Markov modeling analysis. We resolved four conformational states both in
the presence and absence of SAM and determined their Mg2+-dependent fractional populations and
conformational dynamics, including state lifetimes, interconversion rate coefficients and
equilibration timescales. Riboswitches with terminator and anti-terminator folds coexist; SAM
binding only gradually shifts the populations toward terminator states. We observed a pronounced
acceleration of conformational transitions upon SAM binding, which may be crucial for off-switching
during the brief decision window prior to expression of the downstream gene.
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Riboswitches comprise a diverse group of highly structured, non-coding RNA elements involved in
gene regulation on the transcriptional or translational level. Mostly located in the 5’ untranslated
region of the messenger RNA, they regulate expression of downstream genes through specific
binding of metabolites, which induces major changes of the riboswitch structure1-4. Riboswitches are
ubiquitous in nature and control numerous fundamental biochemical processes; therefore, they bear
great promise for a variety of applications in synthetic biology and genetic engineering, and also as
possible targets for the development of antibiotics3,5,6.
S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) binding riboswitches are a family of transcriptional
riboswitches regulating the expression of genes involved in the biosynthesis of cysteine, methionine
and SAM metabolites7,8. They contain two distinct functional domains, the aptamer domain and the
expression platform, which compete for parts of the joining sequence. The aptamer is a biosensor
capable of capturing the target metabolite in a ligand binding pocket with high specificity and
selectivity. In the simplest mechanistic model, the expression platform toggles between two distinct,
mutually exclusive secondary structures, depending on the ligand binding status: in the absence of
metabolite, it assumes an anti-terminator (AT) stem-loop structure, leading to transcriptional readthrough (ON state). Upon ligand binding, it folds into a rho-independent terminator (T) stem-loop,
resulting in premature transcription termination (OFF state)2,6,9. Such a description in terms of a twostate thermodynamic model appears simplistic, however, considering that complex RNA molecules
typically exist in multiple conformations in equilibrium, arranged as minima in a hierarchical free
energy landscape10,11. In addition, the kinetics of riboswitch folding may play a decisive role in their
function, considering that transcriptional riboswitches act right after or even during their synthesis
but before the start of gene transcription by the RNA polymerase. Indeed, studies on other
riboswitches have reported that some exert functional control via kinetic changes12-14 and others
through shifts of populations in thermodynamic equilibrium15,16.
Here we focus on the SAM-I riboswitch. Crystal structures of its aptamer domain with and
without ligand have been solved1,17, and aptamer-ligand interactions have been investigated in great
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detail2,8,18-24. The folded aptamer consists of four helices (P1–P4, Fig. 1) conjoined by a four-way
junction. In the SAM-bound form, helices P1/P4 and P2/P3 are stacked coaxially together with their
joining regions; a kink-turn (KT) in helix P2 and a pseudoknot (PK) motif involving P2 and the P3/P4
joining region are typical features of the compact tertiary fold that sequesters the SAM ligand in a
pocket formed by helices P1 and P3 and the P1/P2 joining region1,24. Unlike helices P2–P4, which are
consecutive hairpin structures, helix P1 forms by long range pairing of nonadjacent strand segments
from either end of the aptamer sequence. Its stabilization by the bound ligand appears essential for
the switching function of the SAM riboswitch and other P1 helix-regulated riboswitches25. As yet,
however, experimental studies addressing the allosteric communication between the aptamer
domain and the expression platform of full-length riboswitches have remained scarce15,16,26-28.
We have explored the conformational energy landscape of the complete SAM-I riboswitch
(169 nt, Bacillus subtilis yitJ) and its dependence on the Mg2+ ion and SAM ligand concentration by
measuring single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) on specifically FRET-labeled
variants (Fig. 1). By using sophisticated data analysis tools, we have identified four key conformations
for both ligand-free and ligand-bound SAM-I, determined their relative free energies and the
dynamics of conformational change. T and AT riboswitch conformations (Fig. 1c,d) coexist in
significant proportions with and without bound ligand. SAM binding causes only a moderate shift of
the thermodynamic equilibrium toward T but markedly accelerates conformational dynamics, which
could be essential for SAM-I riboswitch function during transcription.
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Results
Mg2+ and SAM dependent conformational changes
We synthesized the SAM-I riboswitch from five RNA oligomers by splinted ligation29. FRET pairs of
dyes were introduced at suitably chosen locations so that structural changes result in sizeable FRET
changes. Based on prior knowledge of the secondary and tertiary structures17,24, we selected
positions U81 or U150 for the donor (Cy3) dye, and U8 for the acceptor (Cy5) dye (Fig. 1). Construct RSEA
has the donor located on the expression platform (U150) and the acceptor on the P1 helix of the
aptamer domain (U8), and thus senses conformational changes of the expression platform with
respect to the aptamer domain. Construct RSAA has both dyes on the aptamer domain, the donor on
P3 (U81) and the acceptor again on P1 (U8) and thus monitors aptamer reconfiguration.
Mg2+ ion binding is known to induce a structural collapse of the aptamer domain19,20,26. To
address Mg2+ ion effects on the conformation of the complete riboswitch, we measured the
fluorescence emission from individual SAM-I molecules in two (donor/acceptor) color channels over
a wide range of Mg2+ ion concentrations (0 – 100 mM), and we also studied the effect of SAM ligand
binding. From the donor and acceptor emission intensities of thousands of individual molecules, we
calculated the FRET efficiency, E, and compiled FRET histograms, depicting the number of molecules
within a specific FRET efficiency interval versus the FRET efficiency (Fig. 2a–c for selected Mg2+ and
SAM concentrations, Supplementary Results, Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2 for the complete data
sets; the total number of analyzed molecules is given in Supplementary Table 1). Standard FRET
histogram analysis involves fitting model distributions, usually Gaussians, centered on different mean
FRET efficiency values, áEñ. These distributions represent conformations with different mean interdye distances, R, which are related to the FRET efficiency by the relation E = R06/ (R06+R6). Here, R0 is
the characteristic Förster radius of the FRET dye pair (53 Å for Cy3-Cy5 used here). This analysis,
however, succeeds only for a small (typically 2–3) number of well separated FRET distributions
because those distributions are fairly broad due to technical issues inherent in single molecule
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detection such as photon statistics and dye blinking30. Moreover, structural heterogeneity within
each distribution may lead to additional broadening. Oftentimes, overlapping FRET distributions can
be disentangled by systematic parameter variation, e.g., Mg2+ ion concentration or temperature, and
global fitting of many histograms with a thermodynamic model describing those variations31-33. In this
study, however, unambiguous decomposition of the broad and featureless FRET histograms was only
feasible by incorporating information from a hidden Markov model (HMM) analysis of kinetic data
(see below).
We can gain important insights already from a coarse interpretation of the FRET histograms. In
the absence of Mg2+ ions, construct RSAA, with donor and acceptor dyes on the aptamer domain,
displays two FRET populations (Fig. 2a): a low-FRET minority population with áEñ » 0.1 and a majority
population centered on áEñ » 0.3, which shifts markedly toward higher FRET efficiency with increasing
Mg2+ concentration. This behavior indicates a significant decrease of the donor-acceptor distance in
response to Mg2+ binding and thus compaction of the aptamer domain (Fig. 2d). The mean FRET
efficiency, áEñ » 0.6 at 100 mM Mg2+ (Supplementary Fig. 2) corresponds to an inter-dye distance of
~49 Å. A similar Mg2+ induced compaction was also observed in a recent smFRET study of the Bacillus
subtilis metI SAM-I aptamer domain (without expression platform)20. There are, however, clear
differences to our FRET histogram data, implying that the presence of the expression platform affects
the aptamer structure. In the full-length riboswitch, there is a population below E = 0.2 (inter-dye
distance >67 Å) even at high Mg2+ concentration (Fig. 2a). This low-FRET population appears because
Mg2+ induced compaction of the aptamer domain is accompanied by a population shift from T to AT
conformations (Fig. 1c,d)26,34. This change involves partial or even complete disruption of helix P1 due
to strand invasion by the AT hairpin, giving rise to a low-FRET species at high Mg2+ concentration
because the acceptor residing on U8 in our RSAA construct gets displaced from the compact aptamer
moiety (Fig. 1).
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FRET histograms of the RSEA construct, which carries the donor on the expression platform and
the acceptor on the aptamer domain, are shown in Fig. 2b. At low Mg2+, where the riboswitch
assumes the T conformation26, there is predominantly low-FRET population, with áEñ » 0.2
corresponding to an inter-dye distance of ~67 Å. Accordingly, the expression platform hairpin is
displaced from the P1 helix due to the flexible RNA strand linking the two (Fig. 2e). With increasing
Mg2+ concentration, an additional high-FRET subpopulation (E > 0.6) appears, showing that the
expression platform moiety associates closely with the aptamer. This compact tertiary structure has
been assigned to an AT conformation, in which the AT hairpin is stacked onto a partially formed P1
helix (Fig. 2e)27.
We further measured FRET histograms of the RSEA construct as a function of SAM ligand
concentration in the range of 0-10 µM, keeping the Mg2+ concentration at 20 mM to ensure a
significant fraction of high-FRET molecules (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 1). With increasing ligand
concentration, the high-FRET population (E > 0.6) decreases markedly. This result further supports
the assignment of the high-FRET population to AT conformations (Fig. 2b,e) because SAM binding is
expected to stabilize T conformations2, featuring greater inter-dye distances due to T hairpin
formation (Fig. 2f).

Conformational dynamics of the SAM-I riboswitch
To resolve the broad FRET histograms into separate states and to determine the kinetics of state
interconversion, we measured the fluorescence emission from individual immobilized riboswitch
molecules as a function of time and applied hidden Markov model (HMM) analysis to the smFRET
data. Unlike FRET efficiency histogram analysis, which solely relies on spectroscopic information,
HMM employs both spectroscopic and temporal information by assuming stochastic switching
between a set of discrete states with well-defined average FRET efficiencies and state lifetimes35-38.
HMM greatly helps to identify separate states in inevitably noisy intensity time traces and, by using
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transition matrix analysis, also provides rate coefficients of conformational transitions on timescales
from sub-milliseconds to seconds38.
For kinetic experiments on the RSEA variant, we chose buffer conditions (15 mM Mg2+, 0 or 10 µM
SAM) that we considered most suitable for capturing the key states on the basis of the FRET
histogram data (Supplementary Fig. 1). Of note, the high Mg2+ concentration was required to
enhance the population of (high-FRET) AT states, so that a sufficient number of state
interconversions can be sampled. The HMM analysis including FRET efficiency histogram validation,
and the kinetic analysis of the HMM data are summarized in Methods and Supplementary Fig. 3.
HMM analysis on RSEA in Mg2+ buffer in the absence of SAM ligands yielded a model with four
states, depicted in different colors in the smFRET trace in Fig. 3a. The states are represented by disks
(in corresponding colors) in the (average) FRET efficiency, áEñ, versus lifetime, t, scatter plot in Fig.
3b. The analysis reveals a structurally compact (high-FRET) pair of states with short lifetimes, which
we have already assigned to AT conformations above, and a structurally extended (low-FRET) pair of
states (T conformations) with long lifetimes. Furthermore, the probabilities of state interconversion
(Fig. 3c)38,39 indicate that the dynamics is dominated by fast (millisecond) switching between AT1 and
AT2. Transitions between the T conformations and between T and AT conformations are much less
frequent and occur on timescales greater than seconds. Apparently, high free energy barriers and,
presumably, major secondary structure rearrangements are involved in these transitions.
The presence of SAM in the buffer changes the dynamics markedly, as is already obvious from
the smFRET efficiency time traces (Fig. 3d). Also for these data, HMM analysis revealed a set of four
interconverting states (Fig. 3e). The two (high-FRET) AT conformations have similar lifetimes as in the
absence of SAM; the two (low-FRET) T conformations, however, have much shorter lifetimes than
without SAM. Transitions between AT1SAM and AT2SAM are fast, as in the absence of SAM. All other
transitions are significantly accelerated upon SAM binding and appear on timescales of a few ten to a
hundred milliseconds (Fig. 3f), except for those between the AT2SAM and T2SAM states. Thus, SAM
8

binding not only affects the fractional populations (relative free energies) of the observed states, but
markedly changes the barriers separating them from one another in the conformational free energy
landscape.

Quantitative FRET histogram analysis
Having established the presence of four discrete FRET states in the RSEA construct by HMM, we used
this knowledge to disentangle the FRET histograms at all Mg2+ concentrations by globally fitting the
entire data set with four Gaussian model distributions, introducing constraints on the peak positions
at 15 mM Mg2+ to force consistency (within the error) to the HMM-determined values. The peak
areas (fractional populations) and positions (average FRET efficiencies) of the distributions were
allowed to vary with Mg2+ concentration according to a binding isotherm, X([Mg2+]) =
X(0)+ΔX/(1+[Mg2+]0.5/[Mg2+]), with [Mg2+]0.5 representing the transition midpoint concentration.
These fits describe all histograms very well (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Fig. 1) and reveal Mg2+dependent variations of the populations and average FRET efficiencies (Fig. 4b, Supplementary Fig.
4a), with [Mg2+]0.5 in the millimolar range.
The set of four FRET states should also apply to the other FRET-labeled construct, RSAA, with
identical (within the error) fractional populations and their variation with Mg2+ concentration, as long
as dye labeling does not markedly affect the free energy differences. Peak positions in the FRET
histograms, however, should generally differ due to the altered labeling positions. It may also happen
that two states distinguishable in one FRET construct overlap and thus collapse into a single state in a
differently labeled construct. In fact, this is the case for RSAA because three Gaussians suffice to fit
the entire set of smFRET histograms measured in the Mg2+ concentration range 0 – 100 mM (Fig. 4c,
Supplementary Fig. 2). The well separated (cyan) distribution at áEñ ≈ 0.1 shows an almost constant
fractional population (Fig. 4c), matching the sum of the T2 and AT2 subpopulations identified for RSEA
(Fig. 4a,b), implying that these two states are not resolved in RSAA. Accordingly, we globally fitted the
FRET histograms, constraining the two predominant distributions T1 (green) and AT1 (red) to the same
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fractional populations (within the error) as for RSEA; the resulting fit parameters are plotted in Figure
4d and Supplementary Figure 4b.
Thus, we have achieved a consistent description of the Mg2+ concentration dependence of the
FRET histograms of both FRET-labeled constructs in the absence of SAM ligands. All FRET states
determined from the experimental data are listed in Supplementary Table 2, including their peak
positions áEñ in buffer with low (<0.1 mM Mg2+) and high (>20 mM Mg2+) ionic strengths. In the
presence of SAM, four additional states representing SAM-bound conformations would be required
to fit the FRET efficiency histograms in the SAM titration experiments, which is entirely unfeasible.
Therefore, we have restricted ourselves to modeling only the FRET efficiency histogram at a SAM
concentration of 10 µM, using the four states identified by HMM analysis (Supplementary Fig. 1b
and Supplementary Table 1).

Structural and dynamic properties of SAM-I conformations
From the fractional state populations, we have calculated the relative free energies of the identified
SAM-I riboswitch states at low and high Mg2+ concentrations and with SAM bound (Fig. 5a–c).
Moreover, based on the kinetic network data (Fig. 3c,f), we used kinetic cluster analysis to compute
the time scales of equilibration between states, teq (see Methods)38. These depend logarithmically on
the free energy barriers that have to be surmounted during conformational transitions and are
included in Fig. 5b,c. In addition, structural properties of the four states can be inferred from the
observed average FRET efficiencies áEñ, yielding inter-dye distances R. Precise, quantitative
comparison with structural models is not possible, however, because only (average) x-ray structures
of the folded aptamer domain with and without bound ligand (at high ionic strength) are presently
available17,24, and the expression platform and joining regions can only be included by using
simplified models. Nevertheless, we can gain some structural insights from FRET efficiency values and
their comparison between states, as we will show below.
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In the absence of SAM and Mg2+ ions, the smFRET histograms of RSAA and RSEA resemble one
another (Fig. 4a,b). Both constructs have their acceptor on U8 in the P1 region (Fig. 1) but the donor
on different sites. Thus, the similar FRET histograms suggest that the two states present in both
constructs differ structurally in the P1 region, featuring an open (lower FRET) and a compact, helical
(higher FRET) P1 region for states T2 and T1, respectively. Increasing the Mg2+ concentration stabilizes
T1 with respect to T2 (Fig. 5a,b), and also causes a pronounced upshift of the T1 FRET distribution,
indicating a compaction of this conformation in both constructs (Fig. 4a,b, Supplementary Fig. 4). For
T1 of RSAA, áEñ = 0.61 (R = 49 Å) at high Mg2+ concentration, which is in the expected range for two dye
molecules attached via flexible linkers to a compact aptamer domain (Fig. 5d). For T1 of RSEA, áEñ = 0.4
(R = 57 Å) at high Mg2+ concentration, implying a compact arrangement of the expression platform
moiety adjacent to the aptamer domain (Fig. 5e) rather than an extended structure. The slow
equilibration between the two T states (teq = 1.6 s) likely reflects the low probability of forming the P1
helix from nonadjacent strand segments.
The observation that the T2 and AT2 subpopulations are not resolved in the RSAA construct (Fig.
4c,d) implies that the 5’-end of the P1 helix region is structured similarly in both states. Because
strand invasion by the expression platform moiety in conformation AT2 precludes formation of a
complete P1 helix, this finding in turn supports our claim that a complete P1 helix is also absent in T2.
We note, however, that an alternative base pairing may be possible in the P1 region even if the AT
helix is formed, denoted by P1’ and P1” in Supplementary Figure 5. Presumably, the putative P1”
helical region consisting of four base pairs is disrupted in AT2 and the AT helix is stacked onto a
partial P1 helix - a conformation proposed for the transcriptional ON state based on molecular
modeling of a complete SAM riboswitch27. The other AT conformation, AT1, has a higher áEñ value
than AT2, implying a smaller inter-dye distance R. AT1 and AT2 equilibrate very quickly (teq = 0.03 s),
suggesting that only small secondary structure rearrangements are involved. Accordingly, for AT1, a
fold with a three-way junction consisting of the putative P1’ and P1” stems and the AT helix would be
compatible with these results. The slowest exchange is observed between the T1/T2 and AT1/AT2
11

state clusters (teq = 3 s) because this transition involves major secondary structure changes in the P1
helical region as well as in the expression platform.
In the SAM-bound riboswitch, we expect overall similar T state structures as without SAM. Their
free energy difference is reduced (Fig. 5c), however, and their higher áEñ values (Supplementary
Table 1) may arise from better stabilized aptamer structure accompanied by SAM-induced P1 helix
reorientation17,20 caused by direct contact formation between the ligand and nucleotides in the
putative P1’ helix region18 (U14-A119 and C15-G118 base pairs in our constructs). SAM binding has a
pronounced effect on the AT conformations, raising their free energies relative to T1 and T2 (Fig.
5b,c). This behavior likely reflects the substantial stabilization of the P1 helix by the bound ligand in
the T conformations.
Remarkably, the time for equilibration between the AT1SAM, AT2SAM and T1SAM states (teq = 0.04 s)
is comparable to the one between the AT states without bound SAM ligand (Fig. 5b,c). Moreover,
equilibration between T2SAM and the cluster of the other three states is substantially faster (teq =
0.17 s) than any transition involving ligand-free T states. The SAM-induced facilitated exchange
between T and AT structures that we have observed here is likely associated with strand migration, in
which AT helix base pairs convert to P1 helix base pairs and vice versa. There is indeed ample
evidence for such a scenario, both from experiment and simulations27,40,41. Notably, a 3 µs
unconstrained MD simulation showed such a strand migration event from an AT helix to a fully
extended P1 helix41.
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Discussion
Recent years have seen growing awareness that RNA molecules can fold into multiple, functionally
relevant conformational states even in thermal equilibrium11,42. The notion of a hierarchical energy
landscape, originally introduced by Frauenfelder and collaborators to explain protein dynamics43,44,
has recently been adopted also for RNA dynamics10,13. In this first smFRET study of the complete
SAM-I riboswitch, we have identified four discrete states that are significantly populated in thermal
equilibrium over wide ranges of Mg2+ and SAM ligand concentrations. Comparison of the free energy
landscapes governing SAM-I riboswitch dynamics with and without a SAM ligand reveals only gradual
changes, with the two AT states shifting to higher energies upon SAM binding (Fig. 5b,c).
Interestingly, T1 is the most stable state, regardless of whether SAM is bound or not. Thus, our results
support the notion that gene regulation by the SAM-I riboswitch is “not like flipping a switch but
more like tuning a dimmer”45. Qualitatively similar, limited population changes upon ligand binding
have earlier been reported for the FMN riboswitch14.
The conformational energy landscape of the SAM-I riboswitch is strongly affected by Mg2+
counter ions. SAM ligands form additional tertiary interactions that stabilize the aptamer domain
upon binding, specifically the P1 helix nucleation region. In a recent smFRET study on the much
smaller preQ1 riboswitch, Walter and coworkers46 revealed mechanistic details as to how the energy
landscape is sculpted by Mg2+ and the ligand, which are in line with our results on SAM-I riboswitch
conformational dynamics (Fig. 5). At low Mg2+ concentration, we found an overall open, highly
fluctuating riboswitch structure. SAM will then bind to and thereby stabilize those riboswitch folds
that can engage in hydrogen bonds to the bound SAM (induced-fit mechanism). At high Mg2+
concentration, the riboswitch structure is compact and well stabilized by Mg2+ ions. Multiple
secondary folds of T and AT conformations co-exist, and the SAM ligand preferably associates with
those conformations resembling the bound state, i.e., with stacked P4 and P1 helices
(conformational selection).
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At millimolar ion concentrations in the absence of SAM, T conformations are predominant in
equilibrium, although AT conformations are also present in measurable quantities (Fig. 4b,d), and
interconversions between T and AT occur with characteristic times of a few seconds or more (Fig.
5e). Because transcriptional riboswitches sense the presence of the ligand cotranscriptionally, the
dynamics of conformational change may be important for the biological function of the
riboswitch12,14,28, and not merely equilibrium properties. There is a brief window of opportunity
during which the ligand can bind to the nascent riboswitch before the RNA polymerase has reached
the start site of the downstream gene, controlled by the processivity of RNA polymerase (~40–
90 nt/s47) and possibly pausing sites. It has been argued that the SAM-I riboswitch preferentially folds
into the AT conformation because AT helix formation from proximal nucleotides is faster than P1
helix formation from distal base pairs27,48,49. Moreover, the first Watson-Crick base pair stabilizing the
T hairpin (U153–A157) can form only after incorporation of A158 (Fig. 1a,b). At this point in time,
however, the AT hairpin region extending from A121 to U156 is already completed, which also supports
the notion that folding of the SAM-I riboswitch into the AT conformation upon mRNA elongation is
favorable. We have shown that interconversion between AT and T states is slow without SAM bound
to the aptamer domain (Fig. 5b). Consequently, the unliganded riboswitch will persist in the AT
conformation, i.e., in the transcriptional ON state for typically several seconds. If SAM binds at an
early stage, however, it stabilizes the P1 nucleation site and increases the probability for the
expression platform to fold into the T conformation. Even if the AT hairpin forms initially, the
dramatic acceleration of transitions between T and AT conformations (Fig. 5c) ensures that the
riboswitch can swiftly change to the thermodynamically more stable T conformation, i.e., the
transcriptional OFF state. Indeed, the accelerated dynamics upon SAM binding appears to be crucial
for the proper biological function of the SAM-I riboswitch.
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Methods
Synthesis of riboswitch constructs. Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless
otherwise stated. Dye-labeled RNA oligonucleotides and the splint DNA were obtained from IBA. The
non-labeled RNA oligonucleotides bearing a 5´-phosphate were purchased from Dharmacon (GE
Healthcare). The riboswitch was synthesized by splinted ligation from four 34-mer and one 33-mer
RNA sequences: 5’-AUA UCC GUU CUU AUC AAG AGA AGC AGA GGG ACU G-3’, 5’-GCC CGA CGA UGC
UUC AGC AAC CAG UGU AAU GGC G-3’, 5’-AUC AGC CAU GAC UAA GGU GCU AAA UCC AGC AAG C-3’,
5’-UCG AAC AGC UUG GAA GAU AAG AAG AGA CAA AAU C-3’ and 5’-ACU GAC AAA GUC UUC UUC
UUA AGA GGA CUU UUU-biotin-3’. RNA fragments were FRET dye-labeled by selective substitution of
the underlined uridines, depending on the desired riboswitch construct, with 5-[3-[(6aminohexyl)amino]-3-oxo-1-propenyl]- uridine and post-synthetic derivatization of the primary
amino groups using NHS-esters of Cy3 and Cy5. FRET pair-labeled riboswitch constructs were
synthesized on the 3-nmol scale.
During all incubations of dye-labeled oligonucleotides, the samples were protected from
ambient light by wrapping them in aluminum foil. During preparative gel purification of ligated
constructs, the gels were covered with aluminum foil. All preparative gels contained a separate
analytical lane. During scanning of the gels on the Typhoon 9400 imager (GE Healthcare), only this
analytical lane was exposed for scanning; the preparative lane was covered with aluminum foil to
protect it from the Typhoon laser. The band position in the preparative lane was marked by taking
guidance from the band position in the analytical lane. The preparative band was excised under
minimal light.
Enzymatic 5’-phosphorylation of RNA fragments (40 µM final concentration) was performed
with T4 polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas, 0.75 U/µl final concentration) in kinase buffer (50 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP and 5 mM DTT) at 37 °C for 60 min while shaking at 600
rpm, followed by phenol-ether extraction and ammonium acetate (pH 5.6, 0.5 M final concentration)
16

precipitation. The RNA pellets were vacuum-dried and dissolved in water. For the formation of the
ligation-competent complex, the five RNA fragments (10 µM each; all fragments were
phosphorylated except for the one at the 5’-end of the riboswitch) were annealed to the
complementary full-length DNA splint (9.5 µM) by heating to 90 °C for 1 min, followed by cooling for
15 min to room temperature in ligation buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 µM ATP,
5 mM DTT). Subsequently, T4 RNA ligase 2 (0.5 µM, NEB) was added and the mixture was incubated
at 37 °C while shaking at 600 rpm for 1 h. For digesting the DNA splint, DNase I (Fermentas, 0.5 U/µl
final concentration) was added and the resulting mixture was incubated at 37 °C while shaking for
15 min at 600 rpm. The reaction was stopped by adding gel loading buffer (90 % formamide, 1× Trisborate-EDTA buffer), heating for 15 s to 90 °C followed by snap-cooling in ice and submitted to
denaturing PAGE (8% gel). Bands corresponding to the full-length riboswitch were excised from the
gel and eluted using 0.5 M ammonium acetate (pH 5.6) solution by overnight shaking at 20 °C,
followed by ethanol precipitation. After drying, the RNA pellet was re-dissolved in water and the RNA
concentration was determined using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Peqlab). This
optimized 5-piece ligation protocol yielded ~10 % of full-length RNA, as determined by comparing the
fluorescence intensity of the desired band to that of the total fluorescence intensity of the analytical
lane on the gel (Typhoon 9400 imager).

Sample preparation. Experiments were carried out with smFRET samples kept in home-made
microfluidic chambers constructed from two glass coverslips (24 × 32 mm2 and 20 × 20 mm2). After
removing contaminants by flaming over a Bunsen burner, the coverslips were glued together by
using double-sided adhesive tape, leaving a 2 mm wide channel in the middle. The channel was
thoroughly rinsed with distilled water and then flushed with a 1 mg/ml solution of biotinylated
bovine serum albumin (BSA) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) to prevent unspecific
adsorption of RNA on the glass surface32,50. To prepare samples of properly folded, surface
immobilized RNA molecules, the chambers were incubated with a streptavidin solution (10 µg/ml, in
PBS) prior to adding the sample solution containing FRET labeled SAM-I riboswitch molecules.
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Aliquots of the SAM-I riboswitch stock solution were diluted to a concentration of 10-100 pM in
standard riboswitch buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl) with 15 mM MgCl2 added,
followed by heating to 70 °C for 2 min and slow cooling to room temperature. Subsequently, the
solution was pipetted into the microfluidic chamber. Unbound RNA molecules were removed by
extensive flushing of the chamber with standard riboswitch buffer, supplemented with MgCl2 and
SAM ligands so as to achieve the desired concentrations. Dye photobleaching was minimized by
adding oxygen scavenging51 and triplet quenching systems52 (1 µM protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase
(PCD), 2 mM protocatechuic acid (PCA), 1 mM Trolox, 1 mM cyclooctatetraene (COT), 1 mM
nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA), and 1 mM 2-mercaptoethylamine (MEA)) to the sample solution
immediately before the measurement was started.

Single-molecule FRET microscopy. Experiments on freely diffusing or immobilized RSEA molecules
were performed by using a home-built confocal microscope based on a Zeiss Axiovert 35 frame
(Supplementary Fig. 6)32,53, which was modified as follows: FRET marker dyes Cy3 (donor) and Cy5
(acceptor) were excited by a 532 nm laser (Excelsior 532, Nd-YAG laser, Spectra Physics) and a 637 nm
laser (Obis 637, Coherent), respectively. Both laser beams were coupled into a single-mode fiber
(QSMJ-3AF3S, OZ Optics) to create clean and spatially uniform beam profiles. A programmable beam
splitter depicted schematically in Supplementary Figure 7 was employed to achieve high detection
efficiency in multi-color excitation and multi-channel detection experiments.54 To obtain precisely
overlapping foci, all four laser beams were laterally and axially aligned by using a pair of dispersion
compensating prisms (prism 1 and prism 2) and two sets of adjustable mirrors (M2 – M5, M2* – M5*,
Supplementary Fig. 6). To ensure that data were only recorded on RNA molecules labeled with a
functional FRET pair of dyes, we employed an alternating laser excitation (ALEX) scheme55 by
continually switching the excitation between donor (70 µs) and acceptor (30 µs) with a 5 µs blank
interval in the detection during color-switching to exclude temporal cross-talk. The fluorescence
emission was collected by a water immersion objective (UPlan Apo 60x /1.2w, Olympus), passed
through either a 100 µm (for freely diffusing molecules) or 50 µm (for immobilized molecules)
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pinhole, and separated by dichroic mirror DM2 (640DCXR, Chroma) into the donor (green) and
acceptor (red) detection channels (Supplementary Fig. 6). The light was passed through filters
(BrightLine HC 580/60 and HC 642/LP for the green and red channels, respectively; Semrock), and
single photons were detected by avalanche photodiodes (APD, SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin Elmer
Optoelectronics). Counts were registered by a data acquisition card (PCI 6602, National Instruments)
synchronized with the excitation cycle. Samples were positioned by using a XY piezoelectric stage (P731.20, Physik Instrumente) with analog voltage control by a multi-functional data acquisition card
(PCI 6229, National Instruments). For the experiments on freely diffusing molecules, the sample was
continuously moved along a circle with 30 µm diameter at 25 µm s–1 to avoid optically biased
diffusion effects56. We acquired data on immobilized molecules by moving the piezo stage across a
field of 30 × 30 µm2 to collect images of 128 × 128 pixels with 5 ms pixel dwell time. A program
written in C++ permitted real-time control of all electronic devices and completely automated data
acquisition.
Experiments on immobilized RSAA molecules were performed on a home-built prism-type total
internal reflection fluorescence (pTIRF) microscope based on a Zeiss Axiovert 200 frame
(Supplementary Fig. 8)57. Cy3 and Cy5 FRET-labeled RNA molecules were excited by 532 nm (DPGL2050F, SUWTech) and 638 nm (MLD 638, Cobolt AB) lasers, respectively. The laser beams were
individually aligned by a set of mirrors, passed through an AOTF (AA Opto-electronic) for fast power
modulation, expanded by a pair of apochromatic lenses (L1: focal length 30 mm, L2: focal length
100 mm, both ThorLabs) to achieve homogeneous illumination over a wide field of view, and focused
slightly behind the sample coverslip by the apochromatic lens L3 with a focal length of 300 mm
(ThorLabs). The excitation light was coupled into the quartz glass specimen holder (Finkenbeiner) by
using a Pellin-Broca quartz prism (Eksma Optics) for maximum efficiency and minimal scattering. The
excitation power was controlled by reflecting 5 % of the light onto a power meter (Artifex
Engineering). The fluorescence emission was collected with a water immersion objective (CApochromat 63×/1.2w, Zeiss), separated from the excitation light by a dichroic filter (HQ550LP,
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Chroma) and a notch filter (NF03-633E-25, Semrock), then spatially filtered by a rectangular slit, and
split into two spectral channels by a dichroic mirror (650DCXRU, Chroma). The images of the two
colors were projected side by side onto an EMCCD camera (iXon EM+ DU-897, Andor Technology).

FRET histogram analysis on freely diffusing molecules. SAM-I riboswitch molecules (50 pM)
were dissolved in buffer (50 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) supplemented with the desired
concentration of Mg2+ ions and SAM ligands. To obtain good statistics, we collected several thousand
photon fluorescence bursts from single molecules diffusing through the focus to calculate FRET
efficiency values by ratiometric analysis of donor and acceptor intensities. We included only events
with 0.2 – 2 ms duration and total photon counts (in both donor and acceptor channels upon 532 nm
excitation) of more than 50. The donor (IDGr, IDRd» 0) and acceptor (IAGr, IARd) intensities obtained with
green and red excitation, respectively, were corrected for the ensemble-averaged background and
spectral cross-talk. FRET efficiency values were calculated from individual bursts according to
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and compiled into FRET histograms31,58. Here, g represents the dye-specific detection efficiency
parameter.

FRET histogram analysis on immobilized molecules. Riboswitch molecules were attached to
BSA-covered glass slides via biotin-streptavidin linkage32,50. The slides were imaged with the pTIRFM
system using 1 s camera dwell time. Using a freely available smFRET data acquisition and analysis
software package (https://cplc.illinois.edu/software), single molecules were identified, and their
emission intensities in the two color channels were integrated and background-corrected. To obtain
good statistics, several thousand individual molecules were registered, and their FRET efficiency was
calculated by using equation 1, with g determined by means of a stoichiometry map55.
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Fast kinetics and HMM analysis. From a large number of smFRET donor and acceptor intensity
time traces of immobilized RSEA molecules, we selected those data sets for HMM analysis that
showed anti-correlated donor and acceptor intensity fluctuations and single-step photobleaching
after an extended period of time. A strict validation procedure finally resulted in eight optimal
intensity time traces each for RSEA molecules in Mg2+ buffer with and without SAM, corresponding to
overall measurement durations of 246 and 108 s, respectively. Accordingly, a few hundred transitions
were observed between states interconverting on the time scale of 100 ms. For each trace,
background, cross-talk of the donor signal into the acceptor detection channel and the g factor were
extracted. Details of the HMM analysis including optimization and validation procedures have been
described elsewhere38. Briefly, the HMM workflow consists of the following steps: (i) for a chosen
number of hidden states, 100 models with random parameters are constructed and optimized by
using the expectation-maximization algorithm for a few iterations only; (ii) afterwards, the model
with the largest likelihood is optimized to full convergence. (iii) Steps (i) and (ii) are repeated multiple
(here 20) times to confirm reproducibility of the obtained model. Specifically, the heuristic criterion
for reproducibility is that the model with the highest log-likelihood should be identified in at least
20% of all trials. In this procedure, two models are considered identical if their log-likelihood differs
by less than 1.0. (iv) The solution is validated by testing its Markovianity; i.e., residence times within
each state estimated from the maximum-likelihood path must follow an exponential distribution.
Results of the Markovianity test are shown in Supplementary Figure 3. (v) From the maximumlikelihood path, FRET photon time traces of the donor and acceptor dyes are generated by randomly
drawing from Poisson distributions. The rate parameter of the Poisson distributions is timedependent and calculated from the hidden state at every time point t and the overall photon count
rate. From these synthetic photon emission traces, FRET histograms with different binning times
(e.g., 10, 50 and 250 ms) are estimated to test for consistency with the experimental data. (vi) The
previous steps are repeated by increasing the number of states until a reproducible, validated
Markov model is obtained. The rationale behind this approach is that, for systems with molecular
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dynamics governed by a hierarchical energy landscape, the model describes the data better if fastinterconverting states (e.g., states differing by the conformation of a highly dynamic loop) are
represented by separate hidden states rather than by a single state corresponding to the average of
the fast-interconverting subensemble. For the interpretation of the model, these states can be
regrouped into a single subensemble by kinetic clustering methods (see below)59. In this study, HMM
analysis revealed four-state models for SAM-I riboswitches in buffer with and without SAM ligands.

Kinetic state clustering. Characteristic time scales of transitions between states are calculated
from an eigenvalue/eigenvector analysis of the transition matrix T containing all microscopic rate
coefficients (Fig. 3c,f)59. Each eigenvalue li of the transition matrix T, except for l1 = 1 describing the
stationary process, is associated with transitions between individual states or state clusters described
by the associated eigenfunctions. The characteristic time scale of equilibration within the clusters of
states is defined as

𝜏,-. ∆𝑡 = −

∆2
34 l.

(2)

,

where Dt is the time resolution of the experimental data. As a result of interconversions, the multidimensional conformational energy landscape may degenerate to a one-dimensional dominant
pathway on longer observational time scales, for which cluster analysis identifies the hierarchy and
timescale of transitions59.

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Code

availability.

Software

packages

custom-developed

for

HMM

analysis

and

eigenvalue/eigenvector analysis of the HMM transition matrix are available from Bettina Keller
(bettina.keller@fu-berlin.de) upon request.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Structural depictions of the SAM-I riboswitch. Secondary structure models of the B. subtilis
yitJ SAM-I riboswitch (169-nt fragment) in the (a) terminator (T) and (b) anti-terminator (AT)
conformations. Helices P1 (orange), P2 (magenta), P3 (blue) and P4 (green) form the aptamer; the
expression platform is colored in dark red. Base pairing of the T structure and the AT stem-loop is
depicted by lines according to McDaniel et al.23. Donor (Cy3) and acceptor (Cy5) dye labeling sites of
the two labeled constructs (RSAA and RSEA) are shown as green and red stars, respectively. Biotin is
represented by a black diamond at the 3’-end. (c) Schematic of the tertiary structure of the T
conformation. The aptamer domain is overlaid on a crystal structure of the SAM-I riboswitch (PDB ID
4KQY)24 shown in the background. Helices P1-P4 and T are depicted as cylinders in the same colors as
in panels (a, b). PK and KT denote the pseudoknot and kink-turn motifs of the P2 helix, respectively;
the SAM binding site is marked by an arrow. Green and red stars indicate the donor and acceptor
fluorophores, respectively. (d) Schematic of the tertiary structure of the AT conformation. Helices P2,
P3 and P4 are shown as in the crystal structure of the aptamer domain. The AT and partial P1 helices
are depicted in a stacked conformation as proposed earlier27.
Figure 2. Mg2+- and ligand-dependent folding of SAM-I riboswitch. Histograms of smFRET efficiency
values of riboswitch constructs exposed to different buffer solutions: (a) RSAA at 0, 7.5 and 25 mM
Mg2+, (b) RSEA at 0, 6.25 and 25 mM Mg2+, (c) RSEA at 0, 10 and 100 nM SAM in the presence of 20 mM
Mg2+. Schematic depictions of structural changes revealed by the FRET histograms: (d) Mg2+-induced
folding of the aptamer domain that causes the shift of the main peak, (e) Mg2+-induced transition
from the T to the AT structure, and (f) SAM-induced transition from the AT to the T conformation.
Figure 3. HMM analysis of conformational dynamics of the SAM-I riboswitch. (a) Typical smFRET
efficiency time trace measured on immobilized RSEA molecules exposed to buffer conditions with 15
mM Mg2+. Data were averaged in 100 ms time bins or less for shorter intervals. (b) Two-dimensional
scatter plot of four states identified by HMM, represented by disks with areas proportional to their
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equilibrium populations, as a function of FRET efficiency and lifetime. (c) Kinetic network of state
interconversion, with microscopic rate coefficients given in the unit [s–1] next to the corresponding
arrows. For rare transitions on the order of 10–2 s–1, these numbers represent only upper bounds
because of insufficient sampling. Different widths of the arrows represent fluxes (equilibrium
population times rate coefficient) of order (thick) 10–3, (intermediate) 10–4 and (thin) 10–5 s–1. (d-f)
Data corresponding to those in panels (a-c) for RSEA molecules in buffer containing 15 mM Mg2+ and
10 µM SAM.
Figure 4. Global fit analysis of smFRET efficiency histograms. (a, b) Fit of the RSEA smFRET data with
a four-state model: T1 (green), T2 (blue), AT1 (red), AT2 (orange). (c, d) Fit of the RSAA smFRET data
with the three-state model: T1 (green), AT1 (red), and T2 + AT2 (cyan) states. (a,c) Histograms at
selected Mg2+ concentrations are plotted together with the best-fit Gaussian distributions of
individual states (colored lines) and their sums (dashed lines), and (b,d) fractional populations
obtained from the global fit. Error bars represent uncertainties given by the non-linear least-squares
fitting software (OriginPro 2015). Dashed lines in (d) depict the fractional populations for the RSEA
construct as in (c); the cyan line gives the sum of the blue and orange dashed lines.
Figure 5. SAM-I riboswitch conformational states and their properties. (a-c) Free energies at (a) 0
mM Mg2+, (b) 15 mM Mg2+ and (c) 15 mM Mg2+ and 10 µM SAM, calculated from ratios of state
populations, Pi, by using DGAB = -RT ln(PA/PB), with R and T denoting the gas constant and absolute
temperature, respectively. The free energies of states T1 and TSAM were set to zero in the plots. (b,c,
top) Equilibration times between states along the transition pathway, plotted on a logarithmic axis.
(d-f) Schematic depictions of conformational states and transitions. (d) At low Mg2+ concentration,
two T states with an expanded aptamer domain coexist. (e) High Mg2+ concentration causes a
compaction of the aptamer domain, and two AT states are also present in equilibrium. (f) At high
Mg2+ concentration, the aptamer is further stabilized by SAM ligand binding; two pairs of T and AT
states are again observed in equilibrium.
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